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“We have to begin to look at alternatives. You can’t pave over the whole country.”
– U.S. House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure Chairman Peter
DeFazio (D-OR)1
Global climate change is an existential threat to human civilization. Greenhouse gas
(GHG) levels in the atmosphere are higher now than at any other time in the past
4 million years.2 Beginning in 2016, the transportation sector surpassed electricity
generation to become the largest source of GHGs in the United States3—and within
transportation, surface transportation is the biggest emitter, releasing 1.6 billion metric
tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) equivalents each year.4 If the U.S. surface transportation
sector were a country, it would be the fifth-largest emitter on Earth, ranking just ahead
of Japan.5 Simply stated, this is unsustainable. The United States must adopt policies
and make investments to achieve net-zero GHG emissions by midcentury.
There are two key strategies for decarbonizing the transportation sector: electrifying
vehicles and reducing the automobile dependence of communities. Both are essential. President Joe Biden’s excellent American Jobs Plan includes billions of dollars to
modernize American manufacturing to speed the transition to electric vehicle (EV)
production.6 The plan also calls for big investments in EV charging infrastructure,
renewable energy generation and transmission, and incentives for consumers to
purchase zero-emission vehicles. Rapid electrification of transportation powered by
renewable energy is urgently needed.
In addition to electrification, the federal government needs to substantially reform its
transportation policies to reduce auto dependence by directing funds to projects that
expand transportation choice—including transit, biking, and walking—and encourage infill development. For example, Congress should pass the Investing in a New
Vision for the Environment and Surface Transportation (INVEST) in America Act,
which tackles issues both within the current transportation system and stemming
from climate change. Taken together, more mobility choice and denser land use would
reduce both the frequency and distance of trips made by driving alone. Moreover,
these changes would significantly reduce the pace of new development on greenfield
land, which provides essential environmental services, including absorbing CO2,
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providing wildlife habitat, and mitigating flood risks, among other critical services.
Climate change cannot be addressed without reforming land use, and land use cannot
be changed without reforming transportation.

Transportation systems, land use, and travel choice
Policymakers often overlook the extent to which the transportation system influences
individual transportation choices—and, by extension, total driving and land use.
According to the Federal Highway Administration, Americans drove a stunning 3.2 trillion miles in the 12-month period ending in January 2020.7 This number is often treated
as a natural state of affairs, but in reality, it is the result of decades of policy choices that
have locked most Americans into driving to meet their daily mobility needs.
How states and regions design their transportation systems has important implications
for not only driving and mobile emissions but also the economic productivity of those
facilities and the long-term cost burden associated with maintenance. A comparison
between Ohio and Washington, D.C., highlights how systems shape these measures.
Given the vast difference in geographic size and population, the comparison will focus
on per capita measures.

Comparing the transportation systems in Washington, D.C., and Ohio
The state of Ohio has 11.7 million residents and more than 262,000 lane miles of
roadway. This total includes everything from local streets to interstates and works
out to roughly one lane mile of roadway per 45 residents. Ohio ranks near the middle
nationally with the 17th-highest number of residents per lane mile. By comparison, the
District of Columbia has 706,000 residents and a little more than 3,400 lane miles of
roadway, or one lane mile per 205 residents.
This means that every lane mile of roadway in Washington, D.C., supports, on average,
4 1/2 times as many residents as in Ohio. On a daily basis, every lane mile of roadway
in Washington facilitates more movement of people and commerce than the equivalent lane mile in Ohio, making Washington’s roads fundamentally more productive
than Ohio’s on a per-mile basis. Stated differently, every dollar spent on building and
maintaining the roadway network in Washington is providing a larger economic return
on investment than the equivalent dollar spent in Ohio. At any given moment, a larger
share of Ohio’s roadway network is sitting idle, slowly deteriorating due to the passage
of time and the stress caused by weather.
Importantly, this is not an argument that the residents of Washington are more productive than their Ohio counterparts, but rather a measure of system efficiency. The
economic production function of Washington requires far less linear infrastructure per
unit of output. And Ohio’s transportation system is not an outlier. Fast-growing Texas
has 42 residents per lane mile, while Georgia, Indiana, and Missouri have 39, 33, and
22 residents per lane mile, respectively.
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When it comes time to repair or expand the roadway network, the higher population density of Washington means the per-mile cost is spread out over 4 1/2 times as
many residents as Ohio. This is not a trivial matter: According to data from the Federal
Highway Administration, in major urban areas, the average cost to reconstruct or to
add one lane mile of interstate is $8.4 million or $70 million, respectively.8
Yet the biggest difference between the transportation systems in Washington and
Ohio is how people use them. According to data collected by the U.S. Census Bureau
on commuting choices, 83 percent of Ohio adults drive to work alone, while only 4
percent take transit, bike, or walk.9 In Washington, only 34 percent of residents drive
alone, while 53 percent take transit, bike, or walk.10 The climate effects of these mobility
choices are enormous. The average Ohio driver travels 10,300 miles per year compared
with 5,300 miles for the average Washington driver.11 This means that the average driver
in Ohio is responsible for emitting approximately 4.2 metric tons of CO2 each year
compared with roughly 2.2 metric tons for the average driver in Washington.12
These stark differences are not the result of Washington residents’ moral virtue or
extreme dedication to combating climate change. District residents drive less and take
transit more because the city invests heavily in transit service, making it both extensive
and frequent—though certainly not perfect. For instance, in fiscal year 2019, the last
full budget cycle prior to the coronavirus pandemic, Washington, D.C., provided an
operating subsidy of more than $369 million to the Washington Metro Area Transit
Authority.13 By comparison, the state of Ohio spent just $6.5 million in total on transit
from its General Revenue Fund in FY 2019.14
Washington’s robust transit system supports greater residential and commercial density than the largest cities in Ohio. According to Census Bureau data, Washington has a
population density of more than 9,850 resident per square mile, compared with 5,100
in Cleveland, 3,800 in Cincinnati, and 3,600 in Columbus.15 While dense, Washington
is also very livable, and the built environment is human-scaled due to a federal law that
restricts the height and width of buildings within the city. Residential buildings are
limited to “the width of the street, avenue, or highway in its front, increased by 20 feet,”
while buildings on commercial streets are limited to “the height of 130 feet on a business street.”16 As a result of this restriction, Washington has a diverse mix of housing
located in walkable, low-intensity neighborhoods. Contrary to what might be expected
with high overall density, Washington has more than 114,000 single-family homes and
nearly 89,000 small apartment buildings with between two and 19 units.17 Collectively,
these units account for 63 percent of all housing in Washington, with the remainder
being buildings with 20 units or more.18
The point is not that municipal or county jurisdictions should adopt a height restriction, but rather that achieving a sustainable transportation and land use system does
not require a local community to look like the steel canyons of Midtown Manhattan.
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New York City has long served as a useful, though deeply cynical, boogieman for
opponents of transportation and land use reform. Yet Washington illustrates that cities
and towns can achieve a sustainable, human-scaled form while still zoning for singlefamily homes and keeping multifamily buildings to five or six stories.

Unpriced highway expansion is not the solution to metropolitan congestion
Not only does building new highways run counter to national climate goals, but decades
of heavy federal investment in unpriced highway expansion have produced disappointing performance results. From 2000 to 2019, the United States dramatically expanded
its highway network, adding 104,000 lane miles of mostly unpriced interstates, freeways, and other arterial roadways in urban areas—an increase of 34 percent.19 In fact,
the rate of highway expansion has been double the rate of overall population growth,
which is 16.5 percent since 2000. However, even with this level of expansion, annual
hours of delay per auto commuter have increased by 42 percent from 38 hours to 54
hours over the same period.20 In constant 2017 dollars, over the past two decades, the
annual cost of congestion has risen from $75 billion to $178 billion. Endlessly building
unpriced highways is both unsustainable and ineffective; it does not reduce congestion
in growing metropolitan regions.
The hours of delay measure—and, by extension, the overall cost of congestion—is
based on the difference between travel speeds under free-flow highway conditions and
observed travel speeds, which are often slower due to varying levels of congestion.
Using free-flow speed as the baseline for calculating performance is highly problematic because building a highway system that delivers consistent free-flow travel speeds
is less productive and efficient (vehicle spacing increases at higher speeds, meaning
a lane is actually more productive and carries more cars per hour as congestion rises
and speeds drop). Only 15 percent of daily trips nationwide are spent commuting,
and a highway network designed to maximize free-flow conditions during the morning and evening peak travel period would result in a wasteful overbuild.21 Having said
that, vehicle speed and delay are the most widely used industry performance measures.
Thus, sustained highway expansion has failed by the industry’s own favored metric.

The INVEST Act
Congress is currently debating the reauthorization of federal highway, transit, and
passenger rail programs. The U.S. House of Representatives has passed the INVEST
Act, which contains several key policy reforms to address climate change and improve
overall system performance.22 When asked about the reforms in the bill, Committee
Chairman Peter DeFazio stated, “We have to begin to look at alternatives. You can’t pave
over the whole country.”23 This statement was a frank admission by the chairman that
Congress cannot advance a transportation bill that would extend the status quo.
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This section highlights three provisions of the INVEST Act that—if implemented in
accordance with congressional intent and enforced—would start to push the surface
transportation system in a more sustainable and productive direction: Section 1403,
Section 1201, and Section 1213.

Section 1403
Section 1403 makes changes and additions to the 23 U.S.C. 150 national goals and
performance management measures, which Congress established in 2012 to hold
states and metropolitan regions accountable for achieving national policy goals.24
Under 23 U.S.C. 150, states and regions are required to adopt performance targets for
each of the performance measures set in law, including measures for asset condition,
safety, and mobile source emissions, among others.25
The current form of 23 U.S.C. 150 contains two problematic provisions that hamper its
effectiveness. First, it permits states and regions to set any target, including regressive
ones that would represent failing performance. For instance, a state or region could
establish a target of increasing roadway injuries and fatalities or increasing disrepair
of highway pavement and bridges. Second, opponents of measures to address climate
change have argued that the language around mobile source emissions refers to criteria
pollutants under the Clean Air Act and excludes greenhouse gases.26
Section 1403 would remedy both issues. The bill would prohibit “regressive targets,”
meaning states would have to set a per capita GHG target that represented “constant
or improved performance.”27 The prohibition on regressive targets would also apply to
the performance measures for serious injuries and fatalities. The act does not prescribe
how states must achieve improved performance, allowing them to adopt the project
mix that best meets their unique system characteristics. Section 1403 would also
clearly implement new GHG measures, instructing the U.S. secretary of transportation
to “establish, in consultation with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency, measures for States to use to assess … carbon dioxide emissions per capita
on public roads” and “any other greenhouse gas emissions on public roads that the
Secretary determines to be appropriate.”28

Section 1201
Section 1201 amends the National Highway Performance Program (NHPP), the
main funding account in support of highway capacity expansion projects. The bill
would require states to meet several thresholds before they can use NHPP money for
any expansion project that would serve single-occupant vehicles. Specifically, states
would have to demonstrate to the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) that
they are making progress on achieving a state of good system repair, that the proposed highway expansion project is more cost effective than an operational improvement or transit, and that the state has a financial plan for long-term maintenance
of the new lanes.29 As a result, states would have to demonstrate to the secretary of
transportation’s satisfaction that a proposed expansion project is truly the best alternative—not a small hurdle to clear.
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Additionally, Section 1201 recognizes the social damage caused by highway construction and adds a new project eligibility category to improve community connectivity.
The bill authorizes “the removal, retrofit, repurposing, remediation, or replacement of
a highway on the National Highway System that creates a barrier to community connectivity to improve access for multiple modes of transportation.”30

Section 1213
Finally, Section 1213 establishes a new carbon pollution reduction program. The program would be the first in DOT history exclusively dedicated to reducing GHG emissions. Eligible projects include those that are “expected to yield a significant reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions from the surface transportation system” and “will help
a State meet the greenhouse gas emissions performance targets.”31 Furthermore, the
section states that “[n]one of the funds provided under this section may be used for a
project that will result in the construction of new capacity available to single occupant
vehicles,” with certain narrow exceptions as defined by 23 U.S.C. 166.32

Conclusion
Continuing to build new unpriced highway capacity will only result in the same
poor performance, divided communities, and excess pollution as in the past. Instead,
structural policy reforms are necessary to build back better from the coronavirus
pandemic and to combat climate change. The provisions in the INVEST Act, for
example, are a strong step in a new direction, pushing states and regions to make different, more sustainable, and more productive investments with federal dollars. The
status quo is not an option.
Kevin DeGood is the director of Infrastructure Policy at the Center for American Progress.
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